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Abst.ract 

The fluid flm·i in a sharp, prc:pagating crack is shmm to 

have a large pressure drop near the tip for finite crack velocities. 

An analysis of the effect of liquid surface tension is made to determine 

the possibility of cavitation o£: the liquid. The analysis indicates 

tr:at cavitation is possible for certain liquid metal embrittlement 

systems. Other systems apparently cannot support cavitation, but the 

fluid flm-r will still be -important since it influences mass transport 

~~rithin the propagating cracl~. 
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IntroJuctio:1 

Stress corrosion cracking, or em·honrr,entally-induced, sub-

r::.~:ge c~ em·iron·:·e-:~ts. In titaniu:n alloys, for exD-r:!ple, cracking has been 

observed in a nm1ber of gaseous~ liquid, and solid environments. However, 

· if one takes a single titaniu~ alloy, in a single heat treatment condition, 

and exa~ines crack propagation as a function of the mechanical variable. 

the crack-tip .stress i;-, ::ensi ty, for different liquid environments> a common 

pattern e;;:erges (1). That is, in many environments the velocity (v
1

) at low 

values of the stress intensity is exponentially dependent on the stress 

intensity, but becomes independent (v
11

) of it at higfler values of the 

stress intensity. The process \\hich limits the velocity vII is the subject 

of interest in this paper. 

Although there is this corrunon pattern \vhich is observed in 

many environments, the absolute magnitude of the velocity at· a particular 

stress intensity varies \ddely for different liquids p vII is 40 em/sec in 

liquid mercury, 1 em/sec in LiCl-KCl eutectic at 375° C, 5 X 10- 2
l em/sec in 

j -3 -5 * 
10 M aqueous,.HC1, 4 X 10 .em/sec in CC1

4
, and 6 X 10 em/sec in methanol . 

(1). Therefore, one has the task of explaining not only the existence of a 

plateau velocity for each environment, but also l-:hy it varies so much for 

the different liquids. We shall adopt the assumption for the purposes of 

this paper, that a similar process is responsible for the plateau veloci}Y 

in each liquid. The fluid flaK phenomena "·hich should be common for all 

these systems will be treated here. 

. . ·* Note: These data arefor Titanium-Sgo aluminum-!% r,!olybdenum-1"~ 

\'J.nadiur:t in the mill-J.nnc:Jled condHion :Jt 2-l°C, except as othcn.-isc notcJ . 
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~2tal e~britt]cment. They have proposed a semi-quantitative theory 

\,·hich accounts for the limiting crack velocity by considering fluid 

flo\·: _?ro..::es.:::es in r.:}:e cr2.ck. Rhines, ~ ~· (3) interpret their results 

as indicating that liquid metal embrittlement is controlled by the flow 

of the liquid ~etal to the crack tip. Robertson (4) has discussed the 

possibility of a dissolution process limiting the crack propagation 

of liquid metal embrittlement, without specifically introducing the 

influence· of fluid flow. Beck and Grens (5) have proposed a mass 

transport-kinetic model for stress corrosion cracking in aqueous 

electrolytic solutions. The adsorption theory, various brittle-film 

theories, and the ubiquitous hydrog~n theory are only qualitative and 

have been reviewed elsewhere (1,6), so they will not be considered 

further here. Fluid £10\v in the propagating crack is mentioned in some 

way, although sometimes in a minor role, in each of the four papers 

above. It is not fully treated in a quantitative \.;ay for a realistic 

crack geometry in any of thew, ho\\ever. This situation led to the study 

of hydrodynamic phenomena \vhich should occur in a propagating crack, as 

a contribution toward the general effort of understanding stress 

corrosion cracking. In particular, we study the flow behavior in a 

crack propagating in a material with a planar crack fro~t, and in 

~-;·hich the crack extends completely through the thickness of the 

~aterial. 
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~!at!',e~atica l For::-.ula t ion 

A crack propagating into a ~aterial, as in stress corrosion 

cracking, ~ill tend to cira~ the fluid 1n behind it, as sketched ln. figure 

l in a co5rdi~2!e systcs in Khich. the crack tip is stationary. In this 

co6rdinate syst0m, the ~alls of the crack appear to move ~ith a v~locity 

V, and the process is tiiT:e independent. The fluid in the crack is 

assumed to be an incc;npressible, P:elvtonian liquid of constant viscosity. 

We shall analyze the velocity and pressure distributions in 

such a crack, ignoring any r,,ass transfer or deviations fran an ideal crack 

geometry. These distributions are determined by the Navier-Stokes 

momentum equation, 

1 2 
v • Vv = - - V.P + vii v 

p 

and the continuity equation for a material of uniform density, 

V·v = 0 

I 

(1) 

(2) 

Tnese equations are written out 1n cylindrical co6rdinates in the text 

of Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (7). Moffatt (8). has applied these 

equations to the general problem of fluid flaK near corners. 

In solving the problem, we have used a dimensionless stream 

function ~, whith yields the velocity components as 

v 
r 

and V = '~ e "ar (3) 

In this manner, the continuity equation 2 is ideniicallysatisfied. For 

economy of pirameters, we also use a dimensionless radial distance R 

from the crack tip: 

R = rV/v ( 4) 

. .. 
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The dyn<.::.:;lic pressure il c;;,n be elimit~ated bet·.,cc::: the th·o 

co~pone:1ts of tl:e ;;}<J::1en-::ui:1 equation 1. The resulting fouc:l:.-order 

(5) 
R2 "A2 o. 

\\'here 

(6) 

is a dimensionless vorticity. The boundary conditions are 

1/J - 0 at 8 + a (7) 

-R at 8 = + a (8) 

Hhere 2a is the crack angle (see figure 1). These conditions say that 

v = V and ~ = 0 at the crack walls. Condition 7 also says that there 
r 8 

is no net flow into the crack. The conditions at a = -~can be replaced· 

by the s:mmetry condition; 1fi is an odd function of e. 

In the dimensionless form of the probl~m, there. are no para=eters 

except the crack angle. The procedure is to solve equation 3 for the stre:o.::: 

function ;_),·. This is equivalent to determining_ the velocity ccr::.~onents \'r. 
~ 

and v
8

. The d;11amic pressu:re, in the dimensionless f·or;:: -?/~\--, can the:!·· 

be obtained, except for an additive constant, from equation l. 

less inJcpcnJent variable R = xV/\J. Hence, it is approrriate to seck 

solutions for l:ngc and for small values of fL 

.. 
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Solution near the cr~ck tiD 

\car the crack tip it should be possible to neglect the 

inertiaJ tems in the equation of motion (i .::_., y_.•vv or the left side of 

equation 5). On this casis, the stTeaw function can be expanded in a 

po~er series in R: 

k 
R ;iJ (8) 

k 

Substitution into equation 5 shah'S that 1);
0 

satisfies 

~~v + 2~~ + ~o = 0 

and ~1 .satisfies 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

thus accounting for the inertial terms neglected in obtaining equation 10. 

The solutions are 

and 

where 

~ = A sin 8 + 88 cos 8 
0 

(
382 A8) .·· . ·· . 82 2 

ljJl = C sin 28 + D8 + 32 - 8 9 cos 29 + T6 8 sin 28 

.. 

(12) 

, (13) 
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A 
-('£ cos Ct 

B 
sin CJ. 

(14) = .. = ' . (],-cos a sin Ci. a-cos Ci. sin a 

B (B-2A)o, 
2 

sin 2a B 
3 2a c - a cos 

= 8 2c< cos 2o. - sin 2a 

(15) 
? 

D 
3 4BC'G sin~2a + (4A-3B) (2a-cos 2a sin 2a) = _., 
.:>.:. ~a cos 2a - sin 2a 

Equations 12 and 13 can be used with equation 3 and 

substituted into either the r or the e component of the equation of 

D;Otion 1 to yield an ordinary differential equation for the dynamic 

pressure. Integration of the resulting equation yields 

2B . · 
~ cos 8 - (AB + 4D) ln R. + const + O(R) (16) 

The first tenn on the right is due to t!J
0

, \\'hile y1 coritrib_utes the 

term in ln R. Higher order terms in l{! contribute the terras of O(R) 

in this equation. 

In the region near the tip ~f the crack. the two velocity 

components are· of o'rder V, and the dynamic pressure is of order ]JV /r, 

The dyn3c:-,ic pressure approaches minus infinity ~t the crack tip.· This 

means that the liq~id cannot easily fill the void behind the propag3tin~ 

crack. Therefore, "cavitation" might be expected to occur ncar the 
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Sclu~icn fa~ ~~c~ t~e crack tip 

Fe~ l.arge t::1e ~Iiscous terms in eq_u.a t.ion _ 

bcur~dc..ry lay<=r r:.2:ar tl!e Hall. Hi thin the boundary layer, that is 

near t}-;e crad: ·,:a2.J_s, i' is given, to a first approximation, by 

., (17) 

(18) 
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1 
+ ~' F" = 0 

2 
(19) 

The e:c:::c7:E:'J:.~ o::. R jn ec:uection 18 is dictated by the requirement that one 

of the viscous terns be included m equation 19. Othen:ise, equation 19 

~ould be a third ord('r equation, and all the boundary conditions could 

not be satisfied. 

The exponent on R in equation 17 is dictated by boundary 

condition 8. Boundary conditions on F thus are 

F = 0 , F' = 1 at Y = 0 (20) 

In addition, F must match the solution outside the boundary layer. This 

Kould appear to require that F approach ~ constant for large values of Y. 

Thus, \\e \-:rite 

F 1 -+ 0 as 

Integration of equation 19 yields 

F"' + ~F" = 
2 

constant 

(21) 

= 0 (22) 

~here the integration constant is set equal to zero according to cc::.dition 

21. The solution for F h·as obtained numerically (14) and is s1whn in fig~rre 

..., 
Fro~ these results ~e find that 

F'' (0) -0.443743 (:3) 
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and 

f(ro) = 1.6161~5 (24) 

Outs ide the bouYldar~· layer, :!J takes the form 

(25) 

this being a first a;~r~xi~ation for large valu~s of R. The exconent on 

R is dict.:"~ed b;- the re.:.pi re:nent that, as 8 approaches a, this solution 

must match the boundary-layer solution. Substitution into equation 5 

sho\iS that g '.satisfies the equation 

gg"' + 3g'g" + gg 1 = 0 

Integration gives 

2 
+ ra') 

~0 

1 2 + -'J 
2"" 

Since ~ is odd in 9, boundary conditions are 

g = g" = 0 at 8 = 0 

Thus, g' = Kat 6 = 0. Let us define a new function G by 

g = KG 

so that 

in the rcg1on outside the boundary layer. 

(26) 

(29) 

(30). 
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Then G 5Gtisfies 

GG" + G 'G' + ~~ = 1 (31) 

G = 0 G' = 1 at 8 = 0 (32) 

The problem for G can be solved airectly; the results are given in t~ble I. 

The power-series expansion is 

(33) 

For the crack angles of interest, G does not differ significantly from 0 •. 

The constant K is determined by matching the solution 30 with 

the boundary-layer solution 17, with the result 

2KG(a) = F(oo) (.34) 

Substitution of equation 30 into equation 1 shows that, outside .. 

the boundary layer, the dynamic pressure varies as 

2K
2 

--- + 
R 

constant (35) 

The dependence on R is the same in this region as it is near the crack. tip 

(see equation 16); consequently, the coefficients K
2 and Bare compa~ed 

in table 1. Since for large R, the pressure variation is. proportional tc 
...... . 

I:(- /R and, for s:r.all R, proportional to EjR (at 8 = 0), it; is reasone..bl.e -uc 

ask ha:-r Hell these t1·1o exp:cessions "match" a-c in"terrP.ectia-ce va.:..ues or· it. 
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r 2.,2 
u, cr. h. , 

7 

and 2..., 
a. ·.U fer 

2.,2 a !\. 

0.65296 

0.65351 

0.65515 

0.65788 

0.66174 

0.66674 .· 

0.67291 

0.68029 

0.68893 

0.69888 

0.71021 

2 
C£ B 

1.5 

1.5005 

1. 5020 

1.5045 

1.5078 

1. 5121 

1. 5171 

1. 5229 

1.5293 

1. 5360 

1.5430 

The fact that they differ by about a factor of 2 indicates that there 

is still a. third, intermediate region bet1·reen the crack-tip region and 

.!.. • vlp. ~his interwed.ie."te ~egic:1 is net 

·dtall::..r irr.:portant here since, from tne present treatment, ,.;e YJl0'.1 the 

pressure e~Fery-;·~!1ere to idthin a fact:)::: of 2,· and usually better, \·ihich 

. . . 
QlSCUS.SlO~.t • For any Yalues of a. in tee. tc.Cle, it 

. _.:. 

0 

~-:!C.l~· is il:-~r~:: .. l:.:- t.::·= SC:~~lt:; F: a!ld _2, a::,e bot11 appl .. CXi::_at(:]_~:-- in"t{~rsE;ly 

- .. .... .. ~ 

.. 
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Discussion 

Except near the ~alls, the fluid flow charatteristics in the 

ou:er part of the crack are deterl71i ned by a balance bet\-:een inertia and 

the pressure farce. \earer the crack tip and at the walls, viscous forces 

become irnportan~. and very neat the crack tip the viscous and pressure 

forces a.re ao:~ln:171t. Phcnom:=na near the crack tip which are sensitive 

to the fluid flew will then be dependent on the viscosity and the local 

pressure of the fluid. Velocity profiles for the tip region can be 

calculated from equations 3, 9, 12, and 13. In the outer part of the 

crack, equO:tions 17 and 30, figure 2, and table 1 can be used to calculate 

the velocity profiles. These velocity profiles cari be used, for example, 
. ' . ., .. . 

to calculate concentration profile~ and mass-transfer behavior in ~ 

propagating crack. Thus 1 even if the fluid flmv is not found to control 

directly the velocity of cracking, the hydrodynamics will still be 

important for the complete description of events occurring in the crack. 

An idealized situation has been treated in tne theoretical 

development. In a propagating crack, the viscosity and density will 

depend upon the local composition and temperature, and eventually the 

finite thickness· of the material \~ill .have to be accounted for. Thus, 

£luid need not come in only from large values of r; th~re will also be 

seepage from the edge of the crack, and this will_become dominant for 

large values of r, wltere ar is not small compared with the thickness of 

the specimen. 

Fluid flo1-: could control the velocity of cracking as the 

rcstilt of cavitatimt. Cavitation would interrupt the. fluid flow to the 

.. 
tip, preventing further extension of the crack ~ntil the crack slowed 
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=..:-.d i:-~c:i~i::!:3 c5.·,-i":.=.ticn 'i7otlid seen -co require a characterisi:.ic velocity 

.-...:: e.:-::=.i.:,·s::_::: is o::;rese:c'.:.ed _belmi of the possibility of ca'ri"tatio:1 in the 

-:.~.~ ;.~-=ss:J.~e O.rcp C.1..:.e to the fluid flo·v;r is acting to produce ce.:vitation. 

',·;e firs-:. calct:la-'c-= "tr..e pressure inside and outside a bubble enclosed in 

;-",.-~ c~::.-:!-c. 'I'j~ :r'2~:_-~i!·~':1. pressurs c:.1tside the bubble is -t~en cornpared to 

:pres.st:re is available from the fluid flmv. 1ve consider the fluid to 

::::.: cc::::ple-cel~:l tte crack before any bubble formation, since for the 

::.ysc.e:::::s. analyzed, the liquid apparently completely "wets" the solid. 

::Lr:e mcd.el depicted in Figure 3 will be :r:eferred to in the discussion 

to :follmr . 

. Ea'iilibrium -oressure near a bubble 

The thermodyna.':lic stability of a cavitation bubble is .· 

~cverr.ed by its size and surface tension. The vapor pressure of the 

liquid is lm·rered by surface-tension effects, as given by the Kelvin 

~q_·..:at.ion 

(36) 

':!:he relationship behreen the pressure inside and outside the bubble is 

given by the Laplace equation, 

=Q_ 
r 

0 

?r2::. a ~:-."'"lc~·:ledge cf the normal vapor rressure p
0 

of the liquid o·.rer a 

S\.~face, the molar VOlU!""tle V
1

. Of the lig_uid, a.nd tne 
lO · 

su::cface 

these two equations ner~it the calculation of the n::cessure - ~ . 
o· . .:tside a cylindrical bucole -;:hose radius of curcra;:ure is 

... 
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* r . In table 2 below are results of such a calculation for mercury. 
0 

th~t the nressure outside a bubble of 
~ . 

. . 
r:~:.;; be r:e·;:ttl\·e. The bubble was taken to be a cylinder 

~-;i th its .s.xis. pel"pe::dicular to the plane defined by t_he coordinate 

systen of fibl~re 1 (see figure 3). 

Fo~ a given distance from the crack tip, the largest 

bubble that could be enclosed would have its diameter equal to the 

crack opening at this distance. Since the crack opening is approxi-

mately equal to 2a r for small crack angles,. a given bubble diameter 

establishes the minimum distance from the crack tip that it could be 

located. Using the bubble radii in table 2, the dimensionless distance 

. . ** from the mercury crack tip in Ti 8-1-1 is given in table 3, for a 

crack angle 2a = 0.2 degree = 0.00349 radian. Also given in this table 

is the pressure distribution in a propagating mercury crack inTi 8-1-1. 

7 2 For valu~s of R greater than 1.5 X 10 (or a R greater than 47), 

equation 35 was used to calculate the pressure, with a value of the . ' . 

constant of 46.189, evaluated by assuming p goes to l bar at R = 00 • 

* The physical properties of mercury~ obtained from the 

of Chc::1i s tn· ::1nJ Ph\·sics (10), are 

;) 

1~.8227 em /mole, a = 484 dyne/em. 

** The k.inematic viscosity of mercury \\O.s taken to be 

1.12\10- 3 cm2
/scc (10). Recall that the plateau cracking velocity is 

40 C:'l/ sec ln 1 iqu iJ ;;1crcur;·. 
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Table 2. Di:-:lensicnless :9ressure inside 2.nd outside a vapcr bubble in 
2.iq_··..:id ~~:~~:·cur~f", 25 o·C ~ an·:! :_{:e ~yess~re cuts ide ti-:e CUOJ_2_e 

r (c:-:1 -o· ·•·) Pi/Po D /P · e · o 
p (bo.r) e 

co 1 1 2. 43xl0 -6 

10- 3 0. 9~971 
- . 5 -1.96/xlO . -0.478 

10- 4 0.9971 -L967xl06 -4.776 

10- 5 0.971. -1.967xl0 
7 -47.76 

10-6 0. 748 -1.967xl0
8 -477.6 

10- 7 0.055 -1.967xl0 
9 -4776 

Table 3. Pressure distribution in·a propagating mercury crack inTi 8-:-1-1. 

bubble 
radius (=c.r) 

·· · (em) 

10-3 

10-4 

10-s 

io-6 

.·lo-7 

R (= rV) 
v 

. . 4 
2.0Sx10 

2 .05xlo3 

·. . 2 
2.0Sx10 

20.5 

2.05 

p (bar) 

-0.016 

-9.36 

-102.9 

-1038.3 

-10,393 

Table 4. Crackirtg velocity, surface tension, viscosityj and resulting 
maximum crack angle at Khich cavitation is still possible. 

Liquid v cr Jl 2o: max 
em/sec dyne/em g/cm-sec deg 

Hg 40 484 0.01554 0.44 

LiCl-K~l 1 150 0.02 0.046 

10 ~-1 I!Cl . -2 
SxlO 67.4 0.0163 0.0042 

. --:; . -4 
4x10 ~ 26.95 0.00969 4.9xl0 

C!LOil 6xl0 -5 22.61 0.00597 5.4xl0 -6 
,) 
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.., 
For R less th:?d1 1. 5 .\ 10

1
, equation 16 h2.S us.ed to c2lcula-::e the 

pressure, assu~lng the constant is of the order of 49, to ~atch ~>"itt 

equation 35 at R = 1.5 X 10 

Conditions for c~¥itation 

Com.;:-<nison of the pressure in table 3 >dth pe in table 2 

'indicates t:-,:<t it is possible to ger:erate a cavitation bubble in these 

cracks. 
0 0 .· 

If one ci1anges the crack ar.gle to 0.4 (from 0.2 ) , .the 

calculated pressure in table 3 is decreased by a factor of roughly n;o, 

and it is still just small enough to make cavitation possible. 

Figure 4 illustrates graphically the values of the 

pressure required to produce a given size bubble in relationship to 

the pressure predicted by the hydrodynamics at a corresponding position 
.. 

in the crack (a.r = r
0
). · For small va)ues of r 

0
,. equations 36 and 37 

yield a curve Kith a slope of -cr. The hydrodynamic curve has a slope 

of -2B}.lVa. if we evaluate equation 16 on the crack centerline. In order 

for cavitation to be possible, these two curves must intersect, and 

the position of the intersection would indicate the largest possible 

bubble. The limi tir.g case ,,·ould be ,,•here the tKo cun·es are nearly 

parallel. Anecessary condition for bubble formation would then be 

simply 

cr < 2B:.Aa.. 

Since the other Yariables are alread'y kno·.,n, i·;e should 

like to express this as ·a condition on the crack angle. In order for 

CaVi t :lt ion to be f055j blc, \\C l;',ust h::tVC 
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crack angles). ?or larger values of a, no intersection of the curves 

\Hll b2 fouEl~ on fi:;;.n·c 4. Since o. is often too small to be measured 

conveniently, tl:is criterion provides an estima~e of a (see table 4). 

If o., u, 2.:1lt 0 ::o.:·e kr:ol·:n fer a gi\·en system, this conditio!'! provides ::t 

lm,·er bound for the plateau cracking velocity if cavitation is to be 

important mechanism for iim:lting crack propagation. On this basis the 

plateau cracking velocity should be relatively indep~ndent of the 

e:xternal pressure. The wide range of values of the maximum crack 

angle for the several liquids in table 4 suggests that some other 

mechanism besides ca~itation is limiting the crack velocity for 

methanol and carbon tetrachloride. 

Effect of blunting of the crack 

Geometri"cal changes in the crack shape could h~ve an 

important effect on the fluid flm''. It is considered outside the 

scope of this paper to consider other geometries exhaustively, but t~e 

"rounding" effect of plastic deformation \d 11 be considered quali tath·ely. 

This effect can be seen most easily for a hyperbolic-shaped crack ti~, 

where the amount of "rounding" may be characterized by the distance 

from the vertex of 
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-· ... c in~e~s~ction of ~~e a s:J-r:rpt ote s. 

c'2:r-:a::..r-~ cl:iractc:ri:.::ti: 'i-::-'--·~city. That is, if one conc:2_uded on tr.e casis 

cf tte starp crs.ck ca::C::::·..:.=..ation that cav-itation might be possible end the 

occur too r.ear the crack "'- .. ulp, the effect of 

of ce.vitaticn in propagating cracks, and nothing has been said about the 

probability of the nucleation of vapor bubbles. Such a discussion is 

considered to be outside the scope of this paper. Also neglected have 

been such interesting points as the movement of liquid around a bubble 

( . ld ·l. . d t d f -'-b , .._. ? ) J. .e:, wou 1qu1 move m-rar or a-r,·;ay ro!n ".e cracK c.lp. , the direc-

tion of move:.1ent of tl'le bubble itself, and the mechanism of collapse of 

the bubble. All these points would require the treatment of entire~y 

new fluid mechanics problems·, and this is not considered to be appropriate 

at thepresent time. Also, we have not assessed the importance of the 

::..imiting negative pressure that a liquid may sustain, but several 

authors have discussed this for other systems (11, 12, 13). 

The present treatment may be compared to that of R:Jstoker, et .al., 

(2)(see a.iso Perrone and Liebm-litz (15)), l•lhich 1.;as !nade on c. cylindrical 

crac::-:. Their proced:..;_re is mud: the s:::~e as that used here, t;-,at is, tee 

?ressure to generate a bubble of radius r is assti~ed td be g1ven by the 

:.:::.u:.d. r.:echc:::.ics of Pcis;;;;_~ille flo•.;. The prin:ary difficu.:::.ty ~d-:h t::is 

.. 
-:i ::> -.• -;1ere c:,vi taticn ;-:cu=..d be like:'.y to occur. 

" 

I 
l 
! 
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~~~:e~~ ca:c~:aticns ~tsre ca~itation ~~uld b~co~e increasingly like~y 

as ~te crac~ ~i] i2 a~;r~ac~si, if the inequality (38) is obeyed. Alsb, 

-::_e:f did. nee. ccnsicier -::~:: details of the fluid flm.; near the apex of the 

V'-'-'..; probably be the most ir::po~-

-:a~ t. T!:e fl,.;.id flcK !'lear t::Ce crack tip 1muld be expected to be n:.cdified 

The question of whether or not cavitation occurs during crack 

extension is important and should be investigated by experimental means. 

'l:his could possibly be done by sonic or ultrasonic techniques. One 

critical test would be to conduct such tests in materials under mechanical 

:~racture conditions 1-rnere the velocity of cracking may approach approxi-

=ately one-third the speed of sound; 

Conclusions 

The fluid flm·T in a sharp, propagating crack is shmm to 

:;reduce cavitation in the fluid near the crack tip, at finite crack 

-.-elocities. For crack shapes -vrhich differ by having 11TOlli'1.ded" tips, 

-::ne nc.y have ca\"i tat ion only above certain crack velocities. These 

:~=.:.;.2_d f=._o-r,.r results ·\·:o~~d be ir:!portant in· the caJ_culation -of ~ass-

'···-· 
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T::is 1,·ork :,-:as supp;)rted b:• the United States Atom 1. c Energy 

Notation 

A,B,C,D ccnst~nts 1n solution for stream function near the crack tip 

F 

a 
"' 

dl:::ens i onJ ess 

cli~:~ensic!"'"'Lless 

layer 

dimensionless 

layer 

function for 

:fur.ction for 

function for 

stream function in boundary layer 

streas function outside bou:1dary 

stream function outside boundary 

K integration· constant in solution for streain function outside 

p. 
1 

r 

R 

R 

T 

v 

v 
I 

boundary layer 

pressure external to bubble of radius r
0

(dyne/cm2) 

pressure inside bubbie of radius r (dyne/crn2) 
0 

2 
equilibrium vapor pressure over a plane surface (dyne/em ) 

dynamic pressure in fluid (dyne/crn2) 

, radial distance from crack tip (ern) 

radius of cylindrical bubble (ern) 

dirnens:lonle'ss radial distance from crack tip 

universal gas constant (8.3143 J/rnole-deg) 

absolute tempetature (degrees Kelvin) 

fluid velocity (em/sec) 

crack tip velocity in Region I (cm/~ec) 

cr~ck tip yelocit;· in Rq::ion II (con/sec) 

., 
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V ~all V21ocit;· in coordinate system such that crack ti? is 

station1ry (c~/sec) 

e ang: .. !lar dist::-c:1ce fro:.1 crad: center line (radi2n) 

\) fluid k~ne~atic viscosity 2 (em /sec) 

P fluid cle~ts i ty (g/ cm2) 

a surface tension (dyne/em) 

;[; dimensionless strean function 

w dimensionless vorticity 

1.1 fluid viscosi"':y (g:n/cm-sec) 

, 
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FJ..·._:id 

The tou.nds.:cy-lsye:r function F', and its first derivative F I: 

as a fur.ction c.f the positic:1 variable Y. 

Fig-J.re 3. Model for 3u.":Jcle Inside Crack. 

F ~ C",, ...... ~ h 
-o . .A..l.. c; . • Pressure fro:~~ Eyd.::..'o:iyp.arnics Compared to Equilibriu::n 

F-.ces.sure Ouc.:side Ca•ii tation Bubble. 
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